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"Relishing their newfound feelings for each other, Korra and
Asami leave the Spirit World, but find nothing in Republic City
but political hijinks and human vs. spirit conflict. A pompous
developer plans to turn the new spirit portal into an
amusement park, potentially severing an already tumultuous
connection with the spirits. What's more, the triads have
realigned and are in a brutal all-out brawl at the city's
borders--where hundreds of evacuees have relocated! In
order to get through it all, Korra and Asami vow to look out for
each other--but first, they've got to get better at being a team
and a couple!"-Relishing their newfound feelings for each other, Korra and
Asami leave the Spirit World . . . but find nothing in Republic
City but political hijinks and human vs. spirit conflict! A
pompous developer plans to turn the new spirit portal into an
amusement park, potentially severing an already tumultuous
connection with the spirits. What's more, the triads have
realigned and are in a brutal all-out brawl at the city's
borders--where hundreds of evacuees have relocated! In
order to get through it all, Korra and Asami vow to look out for
each other--but first, they've got to get better at being a team
and a couple! Written by series co-creator Michael Dante
DiMartino and drawn by Irene Koh (T.M.N.T., Sensation
Comics featuring Wonder Woman, Secret Origins: Batgirl,
Afrina and the Glass Coffin) and with consultation by Bryan
Konietzko, this is the official continuation of The Legend of
Korra!
Recovering from the fight and furious for revenge, Triple
Threats member Tokuga solidifies his ties with the duplicitous
Wonyong. Meanwhile, when Republic City’s housing crisis
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reaches its peak, Zhu Li sets her sights on the biggest public
figure in the city—President Raiko—in a bid for the presidency!
With her friend’s success, the future of the spirit portal, and
the wellbeing of Republic City’s citizens at stake, can Korra
remain neutral and fulfill her duties as the Avatar? Written by
series co-creator Michael Dante DiMartino and drawn by
Irene Koh (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Afrina and the
Glass Coffin), with consultation by Bryan Konietzko, this is the
official continuation of The Legend of Korra!
"Collects Avatar: the last airbender--The lost adventures &
Team Avatar tales"--Copyright page. .
Through each of its chapters, 'Polyptych: Adaptation,
Television, and Comics' examines the complex dynamics of
adapting serialized texts. The transmedial adaptation of
collaborative and unstable texts does not lend itself to the
same strategies as other, more static adaptations such as
novels or plays. Building off the foundational work of Linda
Hutcheon and Gérard Genette, Polyptych considers the
analogy of adaptation as a palimpsest—a manuscript page
that has been reused, leaving traces of the previous work
behind—as needing to be reevaluated. A polyptych is a multipanel artwork and provides a new model for analyzing how
adaptation works when translating collaborative and unstable
texts. Given that most television and comic books are
episodic and serialized, and considering that both media are
also the cumulative work of many artists, this book offers a
series of distanced readings to reassess how adaptation
works in this field. Comic book adaptations on television are
plentiful and are nearly completely ignored in critical
discussions of adaptation. This collection focuses on texts
that fall outside the most common subjects of study among
the corpus and contributes to expanding the field of inquiry.
The book features texts that are subjects of previous
academic interest, as well as studies of texts that have never
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before been critically considered. It also includes an appendix
that provides the first list of comic book adaptations on North
American television. 'Polyptych' is a unique and timely
contribution to dynamic and growing fields of study. The book
will be of interest to scholars and researchers in the fields of
Comic Studies, Adaptation Studies, and Critical Media
Studies more broadly, as well as to students undertaking
courses on these subjects. It will also appeal to comic book
and pop culture fans who wish to expand their knowledge on
the subject.
When Asami is kidnapped, Korra sets out to the Spirit Wilds
to find her. Now teeming with dark spirits influenced by the
half spirit-half human Tokuga, the landscape is more
dangerous than ever before. The two women must trust in
each other and work together if they are to make it out alive.
Their fate is revealed in this stunning, action-packed
conclusion to The Legend of Korra: Turf Wars! Written by
series co-creator Michael Dante DiMartino and drawn by
Irene Koh (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Afrina and the
Glass Coffin), with consultation by Bryan Konietzko, this is the
official continuation of the beloved television series!
?????????????????????????? ???????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????…… ????
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Awdars??????????Somerset Maugham Award?James Tait
Black?????????????????????CWA???????????Malaparte
Prize???????????????????????????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???? ??? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
Relishing their newfound feelings for each other, Korra and
Asami leave the Spirit World . . . but find nothing in Republic
City but political hijinks and human vs. spirit conflict! A
pompous developer plans to turn the new spirit portal into an
amusement park, potentially severing an already tumultuous
connection with the spirits. What's more, the triads have
realigned and are in a brutal all-out brawl at the city's
borders--where hundreds of evacuees have relocated! In
order to get through it all, Korra and Asami vow to look out for
each other--but first, they've got to get better at being a team
and a couple! Written by series co-creator Michael Dante
DiMartino and drawn by Irene Koh T.M.N.T., Sensation
Comics featuring Wonder Woman, Secret Origins: Batgirl,
Afrina and the Glass Coffin) and with consultation by Bryan
Konietzko, this is the official continuation of The Legend of
Korra!

Written by series co-creator Michael Dante DiMartino
and drawn by Irene Koh (Secret Origins: Batgirl, Afrina
and the Glass Coffin) and with consultation by Bryan
Konietzko, this is the official continuation of The Legend
of Korra! Collects The Legend of Korra: Turf Wars Parts
One, Two, and Three. New beginnings for Korra and
Asami! After a refreshing sojourn in the Spirit World,
Korra and Asami return to Republic City but find nothing
but political hijinks and human vs. spirit conflict!
Pompous developer Wonyong Keum plans to turn the
new spirit portal into an amusement park, potentially
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severing an already tumultuous connection with the
spirits. At the city's edge, Zhu Li enlists everyone she
can to aid the thousands of hungry and homeless
evacuees who have relocated there. Meanwhile, the
Triple Threats' ruthless new leader, Tokuga, is
determined to unite the other triads under his rule, no
matter the cost. In order to get through it all, Korra and
Asami vow to look out for each other--but first, they've
got to get better at being a team!
Korra must decide who to trust as the fate of the Earth
Kingdom hangs in the balance! On the eve of its first
elections, the Earth Kingdom finds its future endangered
by its past. Even as Kuvira stands trial for her crimes,
vestiges of her imperial ambitions threaten to undermine
the nation's democratic hopes. But when Korra, Asami,
Mako, and Bolin don't all see eye-to-eye as to the
solution, drastic measures will be taken to halt a new
march to war! Written by series co-creator Michael Dante
DiMartino and drawn by Michelle Wong (Goosebumps:
Download and Die), with consultation by Bryan
Konietzko, this is the official continuation of the beloved
television series!
Kuvira's true nature is revealed, and the Earth Kingdom
will feel the consequences! Thanks to Commander Guan
and Doctor Sheng's brainwashing technology, all hope
for a fair election in the Earth Kingdom is lost. Korra
works with Toph, Su, and Kuvira to plan a means to
rescue not just the brainwashed Mako, Bolin, and Asami,
but everyone else caught up in Guan's plan! With the
Earth Empire potentially on the rise again, Kuvira pulls
another trick from her sleeve . . . but whose side is she
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truly on? Written by series co-creator Michael Dante
DiMartino and illustrated by Michelle Wong
(Goosebumps: Download and Die), with consultation by
Bryan Konietzko and Tim Hedrick, this is the ultimate
continuation of the beloved television series!
The Legend of Korra: Turf Wars Part ThreeDark Horse
Comics

What will it take to stop a war? King Wu's dreams of
peacefully transitioning the Earth Kingdom into a
democracy are in danger when Commander Guan
throws his political hat in the ring, hoping to subvert
the new system from the inside out. But playing fair
was never part of his plan; Guan and Dr. Sheng are
using terrifying new technology to cement Guan's
win! In a desperate attempt to save the Earth
Kingdom from falling back into the dark days of
conquest and empire, Korra and Kuvira convince an
old friend to return and take the former commander
on in the polls. But will it be enough? Written by
series co-creator Michael Dante DiMartino and
illustrated by Michelle Wong (Goosebumps:
Download and Die), with consultation by Bryan
Konietzko, this is the ultimate continuation of the
beloved television series!
To secure lasting peace for the Earth Kingdom,
Korra must trust an unlikely ally! On the eve of its
first elections, the Earth Kingdom's future is
endangered by its past. As Kuvira works to reclaim
her honor, the devious commander Guan
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undermines the peace Avatar Korra has established
to take power for himself. Korra and Kuvira must
learn to work together to ensure the future of the
Earth Kingdom. Enjoy the continuing Avatar
adventures, now with a new sketchbook section and
artist commentary! Written by series co-creator
Michael Dante DiMartino and drawn by Michelle
Wong (Goosebumps: Download and Die), with
consultation by Bryan Konietzko, this is the official
continuation of the beloved television series! Collects
The Legend of Korra: Ruins of the Empire Part One,
Two, and Three.
The final season of The Legend of Korra animated
TV series--created by Michael Dante DiMartino and
Bryan Konietzko--the smash hit sequel to their
blockbuster show Avatar: The Last Airbender, is
revealed! Go behind the scenes and uncover the
phenomenal never-before-seen artwork that went
into creating this beloved series' final season!
Creator captions will give you an exclusive look at
every aspect of the show; it's like having your own
backstage pass to The Legend of Korra Book Four:
Balance!
It’s a very special day in the Land of Ooo: Fionna
the Human’s birthday! To surprise her, Prince
Gumball and Marshall Lee have Cake distract
Fionna with an adventure as they prepare the
biggest surprise party in history. But when Prince
Gumball’s experimental serum turns Fionna’s
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birthday cake into a monster, everyone must work
together to save the Candy Kingdom...and maybe a
friendship, too! Join writer Kate Sheridan (Fallow
Time) and artist Vivian Ng (Nickelodeon The Legend
of Korra - Turf Wars) on a brand-new adventure in
the incredible world of Cartoon Network’s Adventure
Time.
??????????????????????????????????.
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